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Abstract. This paper aims firstly to provide a flexible framework for
developing recipe guiding system that displays information step-by-step
along to events recognized in user’s activity, and secondly to introduce
an example of our implementation on the proposed framework. Those
who are working on a task requiring high concentration can be easily
distracted by the interactive systems that require any kind of explicit
manipulations. In such situation, recognizing events in the task is helpful
as an alternative of the manipulations. The framework allows a system
designer to incorporate his/her own recognizer to the guiding system.
Based on this framework, we implemented a system working with user’s
grabbing and releasing objects. A grabbed object tells the user’s inten-
tion of what is about to do next, and releasing the object indicates its
completion. In the experiments using the WOZ method, we confirmed
that these actions worked well as switches for the interface. We also
summarize some of our efforts for automating the system.

1 Introduction

We are what we eat. This phrase applies not only to the body, but also to the
mind. Daily food habits are deeply related to both our physical and mental
health. A pleasant meal is one of the most important elements in our quality of
life.

In proportion to its importance, food preparation is a difficult task. People
desire to have a delicious dish, a variety of tastes, and achieve a good nutritional
balance simultaneously. The requirements of such a dish become more important
when you participate in a potluck party, or if you have a family member with
health issues. For such purposes, recipes are helpful. A good recipe book will
ensure a delicious dish, the variation, and the balanced intake; however, we
cannot help but arrange the recipe according to our familiar tastes by ignoring
important information, such as amount of seasoning, heat level, and so on. It
results poor variations and a biased nutrition.

This happens because we normally refer to a recipe before starting cooking,
but not during the cooking. It is inconvenient to look for the information from
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a long recipe text continuously, while keeping an eye on a knife edge for safety,
and on a hot pan for proper timing. In such a situation, the information should
be provided step by step without distracting the users. It is also necessary that
the system is usable for any family member because home kitchen is normally
shared with a family. Hence the interface should be intuitive for any kind of
people. In this sense, the interface must have a high level of smoothness on the
interaction.

In this paper, we introduce a frame work for automatic recipe guiding system
in Section 2, and show our approach based on user’s grabbing and releasing
objects in Section 3 and 4.

2 Framework of the Recipe Guiding System

The traditional style of recipe is often ignored while cooking. This happens be-
cause many recipe shares a common part of processes. The experienced users can
bring such a part without recipe guidance. When considering a non-distractive
interface for these users, it is a natural way to understand what is going on in
the kitchen automatically, and provides appropriate information continuously.

For the purpose of describing the possible situations while cooking a dish, we
propose a recipe format of Hand Work Markup Language (HWML)1. HWML
targets to provide a machine readable format of recipe. In order to clarify the
generality of HWML, we first model a human cooking activity in 2.1, and then
explain the important elements of HWML in 2.2.

We also provide a platform of recipe guiding system CHIFFON2 in 2.3. This
system provides a research platform of the guiding system along to HWML.

2.1 Modeling Human Cooking Activity

A recipe gives information for achieving the goal of making a dish, as a form of
cooking steps. Each step corresponds to a sub-goal, and has a direction (often via
text and images). The direction gives users an intension to execute the directed
task. These relationship fits naturally into the idea of Norman’s seven stages of
action [1].

A typical traditional recipe is shown in Fig. 1. Many recipe sites seem to adopt
this style of format, but the exact format is not opened. One example of open for-
mat is RecipeML [2]. RecipeML has two main component of <ingredient> and
<direction>. A <ingredient> element describes foods with their amount in a ma-
chine readable format. In the contrast to the structured <ingredient> tag, the
<direction> element is just a sequence of <step> elements. Each <step> element
contains a direction written in a natural language, and is not machine readable.

1 Its definition by RELAX NG schema and examples are available on
http://mm.media.kyoto-u.ac.jp/members/a_hasimoto/hwml

2 CHIFFON stands for the system guiding CHeff’s Ideas For Food preparatiON in the
spirit of guiding a recipe like chiffon cake, which cannot be well taught by traditional
recipes. The detail of CHIFFON is also referable at
http://mm.media.kyoto-u.ac.jp/members/a_hasimoto/chiffon

http://mm.media.kyoto-u.ac.jp/members/a_hasimoto/hwml
http://mm.media.kyoto-u.ac.jp/members/a_hasimoto/chiffon
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Fig. 1. General style of
recipe

Fig. 2. Graphical recipe representation

In a real activity of cooking, the order of step is replaceable. For example,
the cook can start the cooking with any ingredient. For representing the partial
order of steps, Hamada [3] proposed a graphical recipe (Fig. 2). In the graph,
when two nodes are not lineal relatives, the order relation is not defined between
them, and you can execute whichever in first. This gives the partial order.

The above graph representation describes what the cook does for making a
dish; however it is not satisfactory to represent what is going on in the kitchen.
Some steps create a child process of cooking, in which the state of foods changes
without any direct operation by the cook. Therefore, we need a food-centered
viewpoint to describe such processes of cooking. A typical process is heating. A
cook will start another step after putting foods into the hot pan. While doing
the other step in parallel, the cook must care about the foods in the pan. When
the foods are cooked enough, the cook must turn the stove off.

This kind of cooking progress is not taken into consideration by the graph
representation of recipe. We model this type of progress as a communication
between parent process and child process. Recent smart electronic appliances
are able to complete their process without user’s help. Such a child processes is
asynchronous. The parent process just direct to start the process.

On the other hand, most of child processes require user’s help. In such cases,
the child process requests the parent process to check the state of foods, via a
synchronous communication. The user stops the current operation of the main
process at his/her own discretion, and works on the child process at his/her own
discretion if necessary.

2.2 Recipe Format for Guiding Recipe

The same way as RecipeML, HWML also consists of two main components of
<materials> and<directions>. The important difference appears in<directions>.
A<step> element of HWML has an attribute@parent, which specifies the step ex-
ecuted before the element. This enables to describe the partial order relationship
of steps shown in Fig. 2.
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It is important for a guiding system how finely a direction in a recipe is
described. A fine description increase the number of cooking steps. In this sense,
the fineness of directions defines the unit of a step In the concept of our guiding
system, we roughly decided the strategy as follows. For the beginner cooks,
the direction should be enough simple to translate the intention given by the
direction to motion sequence [1]. On the other hand, such simple directions may
annoy the experienced cooks. In order to be useful for both users, we prepare
the simple directions, but keep it ignorable.

This is realized by multimedia contents of the recipe. When the direction
includes the information characterizing the taste of recipe, it should be provided
with voice announce in order to attract user’s attention. A typical example
is amount of seasoning. Otherwise, the direction is provided text and static
images, which will be displayed on the monitor silently. The user will ignore
such information when he/she can bring the cooking forward without the system.
Sometimes, the simple direction is still not understandable for the beginner cooks
because of unfamiliar ingredients and unfamiliar cooking terms. For such cases,
HWML allows attaching a video clip to the direction. The movie clip directly
carries down how to execute the step directly to such users.

In order to clarify the problem of the partial order relations and the fineness,
we arranged a lower element of <step> , namely, <substep> elements. This is
also shown in Fig. 2. The partial order relations are described by the attribute
of <step>, and the fine directions are described in the <substep> elements which
are children of the <step> elements.

The request of communication from a child process is represented by <
notification> element. The message in this element is supposed to pop up over
the direction of main process with a sound. The main process is stopped at the
user’s judgment, and the child process is further processed by the user. The
<notification> elements can also be used as an egg-timer with message. Any in-
telligent cooking utensils and electric appliances can use <notification> to notify
information to the users.

2.3 CHIFFON: The Framework for Recipe Guiding System

In addition to HWML, we also prepared a framework of CHIFFON for developing
the systems working with HWML. CHIFFON has the three modules of viewer,
navigator and recognizer (Fig. 3). The viewer works on a web browser (Fig. 4),
and communicates with the other two modules via HTTP protocol with data
described in JSON format.

This framework is highly flexible in the sense that the navigation algorithm
and the recognizer can be replaced to arbitrary one, as long as communicating
with viewer along the protocol. It is open for research purpose and the researchers
can implement their own algorithm of navigation to try their dynamic scheduling
algorithm such as [3, 4], and try their recognizer for an automatic guiding system.

Any recognition targets can be described and utilized in a recipe written in
HWML. For that, HWML has two tags of <event> and <trigger>. An <event>
element identifies the recognition target, which is any event in the cooking.
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Fig. 3. The framework of CHIFFON modules

A <trigger> element refers <event> elements, and is written as a child of a
<substep> or <notification> element. The parent <substep>(or <notification>)
element is displayed when the referred event has occurred.

A designer of the recognizer can control the viewer by putting <event> and
<trigger> elements in the recipe, and define the strategy to display <substep>
and<notification> in the navigation. The navigation algorithm checks occurrence
of the events via communication with the recognizer. When any event indicated
in a <trigger> element occurs, the navigator sends a prescription to the viewer
to show the corresponding element of <substep> or <notification>.

3 Feasibility Study for a Recipe Guiding System Based
on User’s Access to Object

3.1 Predicting the Next Step from User’s Access to Object

Using CHIFFON framework, we developed a recipe guiding system for a feasi-
bility study of a non-distractive interface based on the events of grabbing and
releasing objects. We call these events “access to objects.” The users naturally
access objects even in the busy situations of cooking. It is also an important
property that, in human-to-human interaction, the grabbed object is often a
focus of interest. It is natural to ask “how should I use this?” when holding an
object. The object in hand represents what he intends to do next. The access to
objects is expected to serve as a non-distractive and intuitive trigger to provide
the information.

Here, what we have to keep in mind is that the user may grab an object
just to put it aside at every moment in cooking. In such cases, the object does
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Fig. 4. Example of displayed directions for the step in execution

not related to the next step. Therefore, the problem is to distinguish which
objects are related to the next step, and which are not. We need to pass over the
unrelated object based on contextual information. For this purpose, we tracked
the progress of cooking on the graph, and narrow down the candidates of the
next step. The progress tracking was realized by only accesses to objects.

3.2 Experimental Evaluation on the Real Cooking

In order to evaluate the possibility of the proposed interface, we organized the
experiments as follows. First, we prepared a recipe written in HWML with events
of object-grabbing and object-releasing to each substep.

The recognizer is implemented as an interface shown in Fig. 5, which rec-
ognizes above two events by the Wizard of OZ (WOZ) method. Each switch
corresponds to an object appearing in any of triggers. When the switch is down
by the wizard, an event of object-grabbing is sent to the navigator, and object-
releasing when up. The other experimental settings are described below.

Recipe. We performed the experiments with a recipe of “lettuce fried rice with
starchy sauce.” The number of steps in its graphical representation is 30.

Subjects. Two subjects made the dish with our system. Both subjects have
cooked a dish more than four times per week on average at least over two years.
Before starting cooking, ten minutes were given to the subjects for making a
rough plan to cook it in the subject’s favorite way.

Kitchen environment. The subjects cooked the dish in the kitchen in our
laboratory, which has an archive system to analyze their activity (Fig. 6).
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Fig. 5. Interface for the wizard in the WOZ method

Fig. 6. Kitchen environment with the archive system in our laboratory

The accuracy of the displayed steps by the proposed system is shown in
Table 1. Despite the large number of failed displays, the errors were corrected
manually only two times by both subjects. This means that most of failed dis-
plays were not referred by the subjects.

4 Toward the Automated Guiding System

To automate the system proposed in Section 3.2, the recognizer by WOZ must
be replaced to a combination of detecting access to objects, and recognizing the
accessed objects. In this section, we introduce our efforts to automate these two
tasks.
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Table 1. Accuracy of displayed steps

Subject A Subject B

# of right steps displayed 161 128
# of false steps displayed 46 63
Accuracy 77.8% 67.0%
Error correction by Subject 2 2

4.1 Detecting Access to Objects

There are several approaches to detect the motion of grabbing and releasing
objects. The one is to attach tags or markers to the objects [5–7]. This approach
is not suitable for our purpose because food is included in the targets of detection.
The tags and markers must be editable, and be attached to items at every food
shopping. Even if the tags are attached to food containers, the user has to
notify each combination of container and food to the system in advance. The
maintenance cost is clearly too high to be used every day, especially for a home
application.

Another approach is image processing [8, 9]; however a kitchen is a difficult
environment for image processing. Many metallic surfaces appear on the cook-
top, and water makes also unwished effects to the observed images. There is
also another problem of occlusion. An observation from the ceiling cannot avoid
the occlusion by human body, but one from the wall may also be occluded by
tall objects on cook-top. The occlusion delays and even disables the detection of
access to objects. This is undesired to provide timely information.

To deal with this problem, we developed a method using both camera and
load sensitive surface (Fig. 8), which was originally proposed by Schmidt et al.
[10] and have been already brought into a kitchen by Chi et al. [11].

The load sensitive surface consists of four load sensors under the table top. The
load sensors can timely detect the change in the total weight of objects loaded
onto the surface. It is not affected by the occlusion in images. A displacement
of objects generates change in load values observed by the sensors. The position
of displaced object is estimated from the ratio of load variation at four sensors,
which indicates the location of center of gravity (COG); however this traditional
approach works only when one object is moved at once. When two or more
objects displaced at once, it is not clear from the load values which objects are
accessed and where they are.

We overcame this problem by the location of objects estimated by image
processing. There are many methods to track object’s location [12, 13]. Some of
those methods can estimate object’s location in a certain accuracy even under
the occlusion.

We proposed a method which timely detects the access to objects, even when
several objects are accessed at once [14]. The location of COG yielded by displac-
ing two objects is predictable when the weight and location is known for each
object. We generate some hypotheses of the combination of displaced objects
whenever any variation of load is detected. The hypotheses are evaluated by the
location of objects, which is given by image processing. When the locations are
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Fig. 7. Detecting access to objects by camera and load sensing
surface

Fig. 8. Load sensitive
table embedded on
cook-top

known, the ratio of load variation can be expected for each hypothesis (Fig. 7).
We choose the most probable hypothesis based on how similar the expected ratio
and the observed one are. For the detail of the method and experimental results,
please refer our previous report [14].

We embedded the load sensors on the cook-top in our kitchen (Fig. 8), but
the above method is not evaluated yet in this environment with the system in
Section 3.2. This is one of our future works.

4.2 Recognizing Objects on the Cook-Top

In order to use the access to objects for the input to the interface, it is necessary
to know what kind of object was accessed. This is known as the problem of
object recognition. There is a large amount of techniques to recognize objects
[15]. Those methods are generally very effective to manufactured product, such
as cooking utensils, fabricated food, and their packages.

The main problem occurs with fresh foods. A fresh food has only poor visual
characteristics of color, shape and texture. Their color is dominated by only
several pigments. Hence, many categories of food share exactly the same color.
The shape is depends on growing condition as much as its species.

Textures are more helpful than color and shape, and there are several research
using this feature for the recognition task [16–18]. These studies suppose the
applications in supermarket and grocery stores. In such a situation, a high quality
image of food is expected as an input to the recognition system, where the high
quality means an optimal pose of food, and enough resolution to obtain the
texture. Because human has a high adaptivity, the user will learn the best pose
and position to hold the foods.

In contrast to those applications, the high quality images are not promised in
our application. The resolution will be limited in order to observe whole cook-
top by only several cameras, and the food is observed only as a small region.
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The pose of foods is also not optimal. Hence, it is difficult to achieve satisfactory
accuracy for the use in the interface.

For enhancing the accuracy, our research group proposed two methods of food
recognition [19, 20], which maximized the merits of observing whole cooking
processes.

In [19], Yamakata used a graph constraint to recognize food. She tracked food
mixed in the cooking, and obtained a tracking result in the same form of the
graphical recipe. This graph is compared with the recipe graph, and the most
likely matching result is adopted as the recognition result.

We focused the chance of destructive inspection in cooking [20], namely cut-
ting process. When foods are cut, it yields the signals of sound and load. The
signals are expected to reflect how hard the object is, and how the structure
in inside of food is. By integrating these signals with visual information, we
obtained 79.0% of accuracy to recognize 23 classes of foods.

5 Discussion

In this paper, we developed the system guiding the recipe for cooking. Developing
an HCI system in home kitchen offers us various challenging issues: highly free
activity by users, flexible scenario of the recipe, foods which cannot be tagged,
and, most importantly, the compatibility for daily use. We consider that realizing
the proposed interface contributes to many other applications of making things.

For example, the word “recipe” is not used only in cooking context. Any
kind of instructions to make things are often called “recipe.” One active area
is object assembling. Many interfaces for assembling task are proposed in the
field of augmented reality [21–23]. In the assembling task, various objects are
accessed by the worker, and our system will also work in assembling context.

It should also be noted that the proposed system should collaborate with
various research fields. First, it is costly to prepare the graphical recipe with
triggers manually. Ideally, it should be obtained by natural language processing
automatically, or at least, it should be learned by some observations by experi-
enced users.

The nutritional information should be visualized and recorded, just as the
system by Chi et al. [11]. The information may be shared with hospitals for
making nutritional instructions. It may also contribute to the field of prevention
medicine, but the privacy should be saved simultaneously.

6 Conclusion

Those who are working on a task requiring high concentration, such as food
preparation, can be easily distracted by the interactive systems that require any
kind of explicit manipulations. When providing information in such situation
without any distraction, recognition techniques to detect any events in cooking
and a good strategy for displaying the guidance are the critical components of
interface. For the purpose of enhancing such studies, we developed a format
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of recipe and a framework for recognition and navigation, respectively named
HWML and CHIFFON.

Using the CHIFFON framework and HWML, we tested an interactive system
based on the access to objects. Foods and utensils are accessed naturally while
preparing food, and are informative to predict the next step automatically. In
the experiments, this interaction model worked well with only two manual inputs
against 30 steps of the recipe from both two subjects. We confirmed that the
access to objects contributes to realize a smooth human-computer interaction.

We also developed several basic techniques for realizing the proposed system
without the WOZ method. The system should detect the access to objects au-
tomatically and timely. We introduced the method by combination of camera
and load sensors for this task. Food recognition is another problem because its
appearance includes only poor features to be distinguished. For this problem, we
showed a method using a cutting process. It yields several signals which reflects
foods’ physical properties. Owing to the signals, we achieved 79.0% of accuracy
against 23 food categories.

We also brought several visions of the proposed systems and further re-
searches. Some of them are already studied actively by the different research
groups. The proposed systems should be matured enough for collaborating with
such studies.
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